FIRST OVER EVEREST
many instruments and watched how the fuel level went as hour
passed after hour.
"The level plains, slightly cultivated and seamed with these
long miles of dead straight canals, soon gave way to the
characteristic landscape of Rajputana and the wastes of the
Great Indian Desert. An immense series of little hills, of some-
times sandy dunes, sometimes bare earth and gravel, are covered
for tens of thousands of square miles with unending open scrub
and scraggy leafless trees. Hour passed after hour where nothing
met the eye but this, until suddenly, again, as we had sighted
Hyderabad, there came into our vision the almost legendary city
ofjodhpur.
"Here is one of the capitals of present-day Rajput rule, whose
princes and nobles trace back their ancestry without gap or
flaw for two and three thousand years when the Aryan tribes
first rode over the passes from the north into India.
"Jodhpur, with its ancient stone castle on the sandstone cliffs
of its hills, set in the midst of a vast desert, seems to have endured
unchanged since the dawn of history.
"Invasion after invasion has swept over Northern India,
white Huns and yellow Huns, Scythians, Ephthalites, Mace-
donians and Mongols, the followers of Mahmud and the free-
booters of Nadir Shah and of Baber have surged across the
valleys of the Indus, but have left Rajputana unshaken; un-
shaken, that is, until the aeroplane has brought the first change
to those ancient countries that they have seen almost since the
days of Abraham.
"When we arrived, in the early afternoon of March 22nd,
Rolls-Royce cars whisked us away to one of His Highness's
palaces, specially allotted for the reception of guests. Here, the
Maharaja being away, we were entertained by one of the nobles,
Thakur Narpat Singh, a nephew of the famous Sir Pertab
Singh. So luxurious were our apartments, and so hospitable our
welcome, that grave doubts assailed us lest Jodhpur proyed to
be the Capua of the expedition and we were unable to tear
ourselves away.
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